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88% 3.3
of IWIF
policyholders
reported no
workplace injuries
in 2010

rate of injury cases
per 100 full-time
workers in Maryland
in 2009. This injury
rate is one of the five
lowest in the U.S.

4.9%

drop in the number
of First Reports of
Injury in 2010

Safety

Maryland & IWIF
Workers’ Comp
Snapshot Numbers

90% 88% 4,066
policyholder
retention rate
in 2010

96

years of rock solid
uninterrupted
insurance coverage
for Maryland
employers and
their employees

of IWIF’s premium
is represented by
our agent partners

Partnership

policyholders
received IWIF Loss
Control training
consultations in 2010

96% 86%
of IWIF’s total
investment portfolio
consists of highquality investment
grade bonds

of IWIF’s bond
investments are
rated A or higher

Strength
Maryland ranks

23%

market share in
Maryland, which
continues to make
IWIF the #1 workers’
comp company in
the state

21,000 9th
Maryland businesses
insure with IWIF

lowest in the
nation for overall
workers’ comp
premium rates

Expertise

76% 13,300 16
of IWIF
policyholders are
small employers
and pay less than
$5,000 in annual
premium

IWIF policyholders qualify for
their own e-mod premium
savings discount

Savings
91%

overall customer
satisfaction rating
as reported in our
annual policyholder
survey – the highest
in the 13 years of our
customer survey.

associations and
safety group
programs whose
members qualify
for additional
policyholder
discounts with IWIF

18%

increase in
subrogation (3rd party)
recoveries in 2010

1,470

claims settled despite
recent Workers’
Compensation
Commission law changes

Responsive

Balance Sheet Statutory - Basis

						 As of December 31
						 2010
2009

Admitted Assets

Bonds ................................................................ $ 1,172,255,921 $ 1,255,372,817
Preferred stock.................................................... 		1,291,000
Common stock..................................................
57,004,764
48,595,547
Real estate, occupied by IWIF............................
10,128,667
10,363,239
Cash and short-term investments ......................
379,982,307
286,977,558
Other invested assets..........................................
10,487,396
2,915,617
Total cash and invested assets......................
1,629,859,055
1,605,515,778
Accrued interest on investments.........................
11,064,226
11,897,312
Premiums receivable...........................................
56,247,648
55,507,406
Securities lending reinvested collateral assets.......
43,389,625
Receivables under reinsurance contracts.............
2,102,201
1,924,245
Other assets .....................................................
9,598,285
8,215,546
Total admitted assets.......................................... $ 1,752,261,040 $ 1,683,060,287

Liabilities and Surplus

Liabilities:
Reserves for losses and loss adjustment expenses. $ 1,307,070,000 $ 1,298,070,000
Accounts payable and accrued expenses..............
9,664,005
8,945,029
Unearned premiums...........................................
80,170,912
82,209,728
Payable for securities lending..............................
43,389,625
Other liabilities..................................................
5,175,097
6,285,855
Total liabilities....................................................
1,445,469,639
1,395,510,612
Total surplus .....................................................
306,791,401
287,549,675
Total liabilities and surplus................................. $ 1,752,261,040 $ 1,683,060,287
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A

t the close of business in 2010, there were encouraging signs to
suggest that the economy may be starting to rebound. After a
couple years of decline, our annual premium has stabilized.
Additionally, the frequency of workplace accidents continued
to decline in 2010. These are positive indicators for the future.

Tom Phelan
President,
Chief Executive Officer

This information is even more heartening when combined with the good
news (provided in our annual customer satisfaction survey) that the majority
of our policyholders expect their revenue/profitability to remain static or
improve in 2011. With the prospect of better times ahead, IWIF is embracing the future. We hope to capture that feeling in this annual report, which
is titled “Optimism at Work.”
Last year, we adopted a comprehensive approach to managing medical
costs.
•
In concert with our Doctors’ Council, a group of leading occupational medical providers, we have enhanced the care for injured
workers. This includes more frequent discussions with those
providing medical care; negotiating discounts for immediate
payment of medical invoices; and volume discounts for pharmaceutical and durable equipment.
•

IWIF is among the first insurers to fully comprehend the new
Medicare requirements and develop compliant processes that
facilitate case settlements for the benefit of all parties.

•

We continued a major push on the use of electronic data
interchange between medical providers and IWIF to eliminate
inefficiency and reduce costs.
These initiatives, and many more in the claims arena, have produced added
savings for you.
Our partnership with insurance agents and brokers is a key to our success.
This year’s dominant theme was “ease of doing business.” To that end, the
IWIF team created or refined a number of software programs for the electronic flow of information, ease of quoting new and renewal business and
sharing business intelligence. In recognition of these efforts, IWIF received
an award from Applied Systems, the leader in technology solutions for
insurance agents, for advancing the business of insurance. I am excited to
announce that our marketing team added a deductible product to meet
the needs of larger accounts; and we also expanded our association (safety
group) program. We offer our agents accredited continuing education
programs that assist them with licensing standards. The bottom line is that
the agents helped our insurance operations team achieve almost 90%
retention of accounts.
While I am pleased with the innovations we continue to implement, we
never lose sight of our longstanding mission to champion workplace
safety. IWIF has a large, dedicated loss control staff that provides free safety
training to policyholders. Their services range from individual instructions
for a risk manager to “toolbox talks” with all staff members. One of our
specialties is helping policyholders develop a “Return-to-Work” program for
injured workers. These tailored programs assist the worker and employer in
reducing the human and financial costs of workplace accidents.
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Senior Management Team
I encourage you to take advantage of IWIF’s “Safety University.” Our
library/university offers educational videos on industry topics, safety
posters, tip sheets, and award-winning educational flip-books for nonEnglish speaking Hispanic workers – all free of charge. Most of these can
be downloaded or accessed by mobile media, and are included in our
redesigned website.
On a broader spectrum, IWIF recognizes the direct correlation among
safety, health, wellness and workplace productivity. In 2010, we launched
the first annual Workplace Health and Wellness Symposium, which featured nationally renowned and local health experts discussing pertinent
topics. The symposium was offered free of charge to all Maryland businesses, with almost 250 attendees, and was underwritten by an impressive list of corporate sponsors.
On behalf of IWIF’s Board of Directors and all IWIF employees, I want to
extend our thanks to you for the confidence and trust you display when
you place your workers’ compensation business with us. We will never
take that for granted. To earn your continued support, we are committed
to delivering the best possible service in a timely, efficient, and economical manner.
In closing, I want to recognize the efforts of my coworkers. It is through
their efforts that we have achieved and maintained the status of Maryland’s
leading writer of workers’ compensation insurance. My “optimism” going
forward is based on the confidence that I have in our staff. That confidence
is well placed based upon results from our latest customer service survey,
referenced earlier in this letter, which indicate that you graded our
customer service as “world class.”

Seated L-R
Rona Finkelstein, Esq.,
Senior Vice President,
Legal Services and
Chief Compliance Officer
Thomas Phelan, CPA,
President and
Chief Executive Officer
Dennis Carroll, Esq.,
Executive Vice President,
General Counsel
George Matthews, AAI,
Executive Vice President,
Insurance Operations
Standing L-R
Paulette Lundy,
Vice President,
Human Resources
Frank Linardi, Jr., CPA,
Vice President, Finance,
and Controller
Paige Beck, CPA,
Executive Vice President,
Chief Financial Officer
Rial Simons, FCAS, MAAA,
Chief Actuary
Donna Wilson,
Senior Vice President,
Communications,
Customer Service
and Strategic Planning
Robert Merritt, CFA,
Executive Vice President,
Chief Investment Officer
Tim Michels, Esq.,
Executive Vice President,
Claims Services
Kama Kolbe,
Vice President, Underwriting
and Loss Control
Robert Marshall,
Vice President,
Chief Technology Officer
Elbert Danquah,
Vice President, Internal Audit

This annual report is dedicated to your resilience, innovation and investment in safety that we discover as we work alongside with you. Together
we will make Maryland the best possible state in which to work.
With appreciation for your business,

Thomas J. Phelan, CPA
President and CEO
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Resilience at WORK

A

fter Jo Ellen Soesbee’s husband, Russel, lost his job as a design engineer a few 		
years ago, the couple brought a long-time dream to life and opened “Reliable 		
Repairs, Inc.,” a small construction business specializing in renovations and
repairs for homeowners, realtors, and larger contractors. Jo Ellen was
busy helping to run the new business while still holding down a full-time job at a
large, Baltimore-area medical institution.
A few years later, when Jo Ellen lost her full-time job due to a declining economy,
she redoubled her efforts to make the family business succeed. Armed with a degree
from The Johns Hopkins Carey School of Business as well as her own Maryland
contractor’s license, she developed a new brand for the business – the “Toolbox Tomgirl”
– complete with pink hard hat, pink steel-toed shoes, and a pink hammer. Her
mission? “To educate and encourage women to ‘Do It Yourself ’ one repair at a time.”
Jo Ellen has been insured with IWIF since the inception of her business in 2004.
“The difference that IWIF makes for me as a small business owner is that IWIF
saves me money,” she explains. “I know this because my agent [Linda Tice, with
PSA Insurance] checks around and, every year, IWIF comes in as the most economical carrier for me. I am well covered
and offered discounts and incentives
that I could not get elsewhere. Why
switch?”
Jo Ellen is working hard to make
her business work. In addition to
doing many of the repairs herself, she
also teaches DIY classes, publishes a
website, www.reliablerepairsinc.com,
writes an online newsletter, and is the
“DIY Expert” for WomanTalk Live
radio show, on WCBM 680 AM,
which airs every Saturday evening.
She also takes full advantage of
social media to market her firm’s
services – tweeting, posting to Facebook, linking to IWIF safety information and
blogging regularly using her humorous “Toolbox Tomgirl” personality, which, she
says, her “women DIY followers love!
“If you have ever read my blog at www.toolboxtomgirl.com, you will see that I
sometimes poke fun at safety while I try to teach people how to fix things. In truth,
workplace safety is very important to me. I try to make it fun so that people don’t
resist it.”
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Reliable
Repairs

, Inc.,

Home of the
Toolbox Tomgirl
– Pasadena, MD

“The difference that
IWIF makes for me as a
small business owner
is that IWIF saves me
money on workers’
comp.”
Jo Ellen Soesbee, Reliable Repairs

l-r: Jo Ellen Soesbee,
Russel Soesbee,
Maggie Voorhees,
Linda Tice, Agent,
PSA Insurance
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Innovation at WORK

l-r: Geoff Mirkin, Partner,
Tope Lala, President and
Managing Partner
Al Gleeson, Partner
Joe Rice, Agent, Associated
Insurance Management

When working in elevated situations such as roof installations,
Solar Energy World’s installers wear full-body harnesses for fall
protection, along with special boots that provide extra traction
on roof surfaces. When working on steep roofs, the company
insists on the use of roof jacks and planking on the lower edges
as additional protection from falls. Heavy tools, panels and rails
are lifted up to workers by way of an electric ladder hoist.

Solar Energy World

Elkridge, MD

F

rom our beginning at the turn of the 20th century, IWIF’s mission has always
been to support the innovative and entrepreneurial business spirit in
Maryland. One innovative contracting company that has insured with IWIF
since opening in June of 2009 is Solar Energy World, a solar power and hot
water installation company.
The company, based in Elkridge, has 34 employees and provides both residential
and commercial rooftop, ground-mounted, and pole-mounted solar-powered energy
systems and solar hot water systems.
“We install all over Maryland, in Washington, DC, and New Jersey,” explains
company President and Managing Partner Tope Lala. “We have about 30 projects in
progress at any given time, and we do about 20 installs per month.”
There are two basic kinds of systems – Photovoltaic, or PV, which uses sunlight
to generate electricity, and solar thermal, which uses sunlight to heat water. Solar
Energy World installs both.
Special training is required to safely install solar panels
“Green jobs are
and the specialty commercial and residential HVAC systems
that go with them. To ensure the systems are installed safely
now a reality of
and properly, the company requires all solar designers and
the Maryland
installers, structural engineers, plumbers, and electricians
economy and
to be industry-licensed and specially trained to work with
Photovoltaic (PV) power, which is different than traditional
we’re proud to be
electrical power.
a part of that.”
“We want our employees and customers to know that
Al Gleeson, Partner,
worksite safety is our first consideration,” offers Tope.
Solar Energy World
“Providing proper safety equipment and using proper safety
procedures are a must.”
“Solar Energy World offers many challenges from a risk management perspective,” says Joe Rice, an agent with Associated Insurance Management in Silver
Spring, Maryland. “Fortunately, IWIF has identified its potential exposures and has
worked with our office to provide a solid workers’ compensation program.”
Tope Lala and partners Al Gleeson, George Dunning, and Geoff Mirkin say
that the cost of installing solar energy systems has gone down dramatically in recent
years, while tax breaks, electricity buy-back programs, and other incentives have
gone up. They say this has contributed to the recent popularity, especially among
homeowners, for solar power.
Indeed, a March 2010 report by the Solar Energy Industry Association stated
“Solar energy is now one of the fastest growing industries in the United States, creating new opportunities for both large and small businesses.”
Tope confirms this: “Solar Energy World is looking at a very bright future that is
poised for growth.” Al Gleeson adds: “Green jobs are now a reality of the Maryland
economy and we’re proud to be a part of that.”
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Caring at WORK

A

great safety record does not go unnoticed at IWIF. Loving Care Services, of 		
Pikesville, Maryland, was among an elite group of policyholders whose 		
focus on safety helped it earn a superior loss ratio over a three-year period.
		
Company owner Bernie Nwanguma was thrilled to receive an IWIF
safety award. “Our company emphasis on safety education helped us achieve this
award,” she explained. “We provide thorough training on safety procedures when we
hire a new staff member and every three months thereafter. We also give a short quiz
after every training. When an injury is reported, we follow up promptly with the staff.”
In addition to her extensive use of IWIF’s safety awareness literature and free safety
videos, Loving Care also has a formalized return-to-work program which has been in
place for four years now. Bernie also requires her staff to keep current all CPR and
other licenses as required by state and federal law.
Loving Care Services is licensed by the State of Maryland as an employment
agency specializing in providing healthcare workers on temporary assignment to
private homes, hospitals, outpatient clinics, and nursing homes and assisted living facilities that care for sick
and elderly populations. The company hires Certified
Nursing Assistants (CNAs), Certified Geriatric Nursing
Assistants (CGNAs), Licensed Practical Nurses (LPNs),
Registered Nurses (RNs), and other licensed healthcare
professionals.
A Registered Nurse herself, Bernie started Loving Care Services in 1994 after working at several area
hospitals and seeing first-hand their need for skilled,
qualified, and reliable supplemental nursing staff when
short-handed.
Her company has been insured with IWIF for the
entire 17 years she has been in business. Bernie had
found IWIF’s free policyholder seminars to be a great source of help in starting her
light-duty program. She also found her claims adjuster, Luis Terol, to be particularly
attentive to her needs in managing her infrequent workplace injuries.
Paul Robinson, with the Mayer & Steinberg insurance agency, added, “Loving
Care Services has taken advantage of the relationships and guidance from IWIF loss
control consultants that have resulted in implementation of safety measures which
have translated into favorable discounts on their workers’ compensation. As their
agent, I am unaware of any other insurer that could offer such a program.”
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Loving
Care
Services
Pikesville, MD

“Our company emphasis
on safety training and
education helps us
receive special safety
incentives from IWIF.”
Bernie Nwanguma,
Owner, Loving Care Services

L-R: Paul Robinson, Insurance Agent with Mayer & Steinberg, with
Bernie Nwanguma outside Loving Care’s offices in Pikesville. Above,
Paul and Bernie meet with Loving Care staff Larease Moore (seated)
and Bayyinah Gilchrist (standing).
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IWIF Financial Highlights at a Glance
Years Ended December 31
2010
2009
Premiums earned..................................... $
168,859,162 $
182,624,617
Net investment income........................... $
53,190,630 $
61,394,381
Loss & loss adjustment expenses incurred $		
186,171,791 $
202,751,866
Underwriting loss.................................... $ (53,011,282) $
(57,081,834)
Dividends paid to policyholders.............. $
869,353 $
2,037,107
Total assets.............................................. $ 1,752,261,040 $
1,683,060,287
Total surplus............................................ $
306,791,401 $
287,549,675
Loss/LAE ratio........................................ 		
110.3%		
111.0%
Expense ratio........................................... 		
21.9%		
23.2%
Combined ratio....................................... 		
132.2%		
134.2%

Statement of Operations, Statutory - Basis
Years Ended December 31
2010
2009
Underwriting income:
Net premiums earned.............................. $

168,859,162

$

182,624,617

Losses incurred........................................ 		 161,513,346		
Loss adjustment expenses incurred.......... 		 24,658,445		
Commissions........................................... 		 15,393,303		
Other underwriting expenses, net............ 		 18,831,543		
Provision for bad debt............................. 		
1,473,807		
Underwriting loss.................................... 		 (53,011,282)		

178,285,665
24,466,201
15,643,908
19,482,609
1,828,068
(57,081,834)

Net investment income........................... 		
Net realized gain (loss) on investments.... 		
Net investment gain................................ 		

53,190,630		
11,945,981		
65,136,611		

61,394,381
8,941,400
70,335,781

Other income.......................................... 		
Dividends to policyholders...................... 		

752,942		
(869,353)		

869,381
(2,037,107)

$

12,086,221

Net income ........................................... $
Assets

$2,000

12,008,918

Reserves

$1,400

$1.3 Billion

$1.75 Billion
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The 2010 condensed financial statements, including the balance sheet on page 1, have been derived from complete statutory-basis financial statements which were audited by Johnson Lambert & Co. LLP. The schedules referred to in the Actuarial Opinion on page 11 relate to the “Yellow Book”
schedules. A complete set of audited financial statements, with the unqualified opinion and complete set of footnotes, may be obtained upon request.
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February 25, 2011
STATEMENT OF ACTUARIAL OPINION
Injured Workers’ Insurance Fund
Identification
I, Jan A. Lommele, am a Principal with the firm of Deloitte Consulting LLP. Through the contract
dated June 23, 1997 and the approval of the Board of Directors, Deloitte Consulting LLP has
been retained by the Injured Workers’ Insurance Fund (IWIF) to perform actuarial services including my rendering of this opinion. To facilitate next year’s transition, after my retirement, to a
new appointed actuary, Mr. David E. Heppen will be signing the Statement of Actuarial Opinion
with me. Mr. Heppen is a Director with the firm of Deloitte Consulting LLP. We are Fellows of
the Casualty Actuarial Society and Members of the American Academy of Actuaries and meet its
qualification standards for rendering this Statement of Actuarial Opinion.
Scope
We have examined the reserves listed in Exhibit A, as shown in the Annual Statement of IWIF
as prepared for filing with state regulatory officials, as of December 31, 2010. The loss and loss
adjustment expense reserves specified in Exhibit A, on which we are expressing an opinion, reflect
the Loss Reserve Disclosure items (8 thru 13) listed in Exhibit B.
In forming our opinion on the loss and loss adjustment expense reserves, we relied upon data
prepared by Ms. Paige Beck, Executive Vice President of IWIF. We evaluated that data for reasonableness and consistency. We also reconciled that data to Schedule P - Part 1 of IWIF’s current
Annual Statement. In other respects, my examination included such review of the actuarial assumptions and methods used and such tests of the calculations as we considered necessary.
Our review was limited to items listed in Exhibit A, and did not include an analysis of any other
balance sheet items. We have not examined the assets of IWIF and we have formed no opinion
as to the validity or value of these assets. Our opinion on the reserves is based upon the assumption that all reserves are backed by valid assets, which have suitably scheduled maturities and/or
adequate liquidity to meet the cash flow requirements of the liabilities.
Opinion
In our opinion, the amounts carried in Exhibit A on account of the items identified:
(A)
(B)
		

Meet the requirements of the insurance laws of the State of Maryland;
Are consistent with reserves computed in accordance with accepted
actuarial standards and principles; and

(C) Make a reasonable provision for all unpaid loss and loss expense
		
obligations of IWIF under the terms of its contracts and agreements.
Relevant Comments									
A. Risk of Material Adverse Deviation 			
			
The company is exposed to the uncertainty of variability of the reserves which could result in
material adverse deviation.
With respect to this Statement of Actuarial Opinion, the amount of adverse deviation that
we consider to be material is $61,358,280. Our basis for determining this amount is 20% of
surplus which is an amount that would represent a reasonable upward fluctuation in reserves
from those carried by IWIF that would be material to surplus. Our selection of materiality
standard was driven by the fact that this Opinion is prepared for the regulatory review of
IWIF. Other measures of materiality might be used for reserves that are being evaluated in a
different context.
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The size of IWIF’s loss and loss adjustment expense reserves relative to its surplus is relatively
large compared to industry norms. Therefore, there is more than a remote possibility that
adverse fluctuations of actual versus expected liabilities will be material. For this reason, we
believe that there are significant risks and uncertainties that could result in material adverse
deviation in the loss and loss adjustment expense reserves. Other major factors underlying
the risks and uncertainties which could result in material adverse deviation include, but are
not necessarily limited to:
•
		
•
•
•
		
•
		
•
•
•

The nature of the coverage written, which is limited to one line of business
(workers’ compensation) in one state (Maryland);
Changes in medical inflation and utilization;
Additional regulation requiring approval of medical settlements;
Potential for the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services to seek recovery for
previously settled claims;
Changes in claims-handling procedures increasing the difficulty to estimate
ultimate losses;
Retention of key personnel required to efficiently settle claims;
Significant changes in volume of business in recent years; and
Discounting of the tabular unpaid losses for workers’ compensation.

B. Other Disclosures in Exhibit B
Discounting, Item 4.
IWIF discounts liabilities for unpaid losses associated with both cases outstanding and incurred
but not reported reserves for workers’ compensation, as disclosed in this Statement of Actuarial Opinion.
Long-term unpaid workers’ compensation indemnity claims are discounted on a tabular basis
using the 2006 National Vital Statistics United States Life Tables Volume 58, Number 21.
The discount rate selected by IWIF management is 3.25%. The amount of tabular discount
is $80,029,545. We are not expressing an opinion on the appropriateness of the interest rate
or mortality tables chosen. The total discount of $80,029,545 represents approximately 26%
of IWIF’s stated surplus.
Underwriting Pools or Associations, Item 5.
Management has informed me that IWIF does not participate in any pools or associations.
Asbestos Exposures and Environmental Exposures, Item 6.		
We have reviewed IWIF’s exposure to asbestos and environmental claims. IWIF currently
carries $429,524 of net reserves for loss and loss adjustment expenses, which is intended to
represent IWIF’s ultimate liability for these items. Estimation of ultimate liabilities for these
claims is unusually difficult due to outstanding issues such as whether coverage exists, definition of an occurrence, determination of ultimate damages, and allocation of such damages
to financially responsible parties. Therefore, any estimation of these liabilities is subject to
significantly greater than normal variation and uncertainty.
Disclosure of Unearned Premium Reserves for Long Duration Contracts
IWIF writes no policies or contracts related to single or fixed premium policies with coverage
periods of thirteen months or greater which are non-cancelable and not subject to premium
increase (excluding financial guaranty contracts, mortgage guaranty policies, and surety
contracts).
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C.

Reinsurance
Reinsurance Collectibility
Our opinion on the loss and loss adjustment expense reserves net of ceded reinsurance
assumes that all ceded reinsurance is valid and collectible. Ceded reserves for losses and loss
adjustment expenses are all with companies rated B++(Good) or better by A.M. Best. Ceded
reserves in the aggregate are not material to IWIF’s reserves. IWIF management has informed us that it does not anticipate reinsurance collectibility problems with respect to these
recorded reinsurance recoverables. With respect to loss and loss adjustment expense reserves
net of ceded reinsurance recorded by IWIF, we have not anticipated any contingent liability
which could arise if any of the reinsurers prove unable to meet their loss and loss adjustment
expense obligations under the terms and conditions of their contracts with IWIF.
Retroactive Reinsurance, Financial Reinsurance
Based on discussions with IWIF management and its description of IWIF’s ceded and assumed reinsurance, we are not aware of any other reinsurance contract that either has been
or should have been accounted for as a retroactive reinsurance or financial reinsurance.

D.

NAIC IRIS Tests
We reviewed the results of the following three NAIC IRIS Tests: One-Year Reserve
Development, Two-Year Reserve Development and Estimated Current Reserve Deficiency
to Surplus, as calculated by IWIF’s management. No exceptional values were calculated for
these tests.

E.

General Uncertainty
In evaluating whether the reserves make a reasonable provision for unpaid losses and loss
adjustment expense, it is necessary to project future loss and loss adjustment expense payments. It is certain that actual future losses and loss adjustment expenses will not develop
exactly as projected and may, in fact, vary significantly from the projections. No warranty
is expressed or implied that such variance will not occur. Further, our projections make no
provision for the broadening of coverage by legislative action or judicial interpretation or
for extraordinary future emergence of new classes of losses or types of losses not sufficiently
represented in IWIF’s historical database or which are not yet quantifiable.

Actuarial Report
An actuarial report and underlying actuarial workpapers supporting the findings expressed in this
Statement of Actuarial Opinion will be provided to IWIF to be retained for a period of seven
years in the administrative offices of IWIF and available for regulatory examination.
This Opinion is provided for regulatory purposes only and is not intended for any other purpose.

Jan A. Lommele, FCAS, MAAA, FCA
Deloitte Consulting LLP
City Place 33rd Floor, 185 Asylum Street
Hartford, CT 06103-3402
(860) 725-3050
February 25, 2011

David E. Heppen, FCAS, MAAA
Deloitte Consulting LLP
1700 Market Street, 23rd Floor
Philadelphia, PA 19103-3984
(215) 299-4655
February 25, 2011
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2010 Statement of Actuarial Opinion
Injured Workers’ Insurance Fund
Exhibit A: SCOPE
Loss Reserves:							
1) Reserve for Unpaid Losses
		 (Liabilities, Surplus and Other Funds page, Line 1)

Amount
$1,220,441,000

2) Reserve for Unpaid Loss Adjustment Expenses
$86,629,000
		 (Liabilities, Surplus and Other Funds page, Line 3)
			 Total Net Loss and Loss Adjustment
		
Expenses Reserves
$1,307,070,000
3) Reserve of Unpaid Losses - Direct and Assumed
		 (Schedule P, Part 1, Totals from Cols. 13 and 15)
4) Reserve for Unpaid Loss Adjustment Expenses 		 Direct and Assumed (Schedule P, Part 1,
		 Totals from Cols. 17, 19 and 21)
			 Total Gross Loss and Loss Adjustment
			 Expense Reserves

$1,244,356,000
$86,629,000

$1,330,985,000

5) The Page 3 write-in item reserve,
		 “Retroactive Reinsurance Reserve Assumed”

$0

6) Other Loss Reserve items on which the Appointed
		 Actuary is expressing an Opinion

$0

Premium Reserves:
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7) Reserve for Direct and Assumed Unearned Premiums
		 for Long Duration Contracts

$0

8) Reserve for Net Unearned Premiums for
		 Long Duration Contracts

$0

9) Other Premium Reserve items on which the Appointed
		 Actuary is expressing an Opinion

$0

2010 Statement of Actuarial Opinion
Injured Workers’ Insurance Fund
Exhibit B: DISCLOSURES
Item:								Amount
1) Name of Appointed Actuary:
2) The Appointed Actuary’s Relationship to the Company:

Lommele, Jan A.
C (Consultant)

3) The Appointed Actuary is a Qualified Actuary based
		

upon what qualifications:

4) Type of Opinion, as identified in the Opinion Paragraph:
5) Materiality Standard expressed in $US
		 (used to answer question #6):
6) Is there a Significant Risk of Material Adverse Deviation:
7) Statutory Surplus
8) Anticipated net salvage and subrogation included
		 as a reduction to loss reserves as reported in Schedule P:

F (FCAS)
R (Reasonable)
$61,612,889
Yes
$306,791,401
$11,700,000

9) Discount included as a reduction to loss reserves
		 and loss expense reserves as reported in Schedule P:
9. (a) Nontabular Discount
9. (b) Tabular Discount
10) The net reserves for losses and expenses for IWIF’s share
of voluntary and involuntary underwriting pools’ and
associations’ unpaid losses and expenses that are included
in reserves shown on the Liabilities, Surplus and
Other Funds page, Losses and Loss Adjustment
Expenses lines.

$0
$80,029,545

$0

11) The net reserves for losses and loss adjustment expenses
that IWIF carries for the following liabilities included
on the Liabilities, Surplus and Other Funds page,
Losses and Loss Adjustment Expense lines.
11. (a) Asbestos, as disclosed in the Notes to
		Financial Statements
11. (b) Environmental, as disclosed in the Notes to
		Financial Statements

$429,524
$0

12) The total claims made extended loss and expense reserve
		 (Schedule P Interrogatories)
12. (a) Amount reported as loss reserve

$0

12. (b) Amount reported as unearned premium reserves

$0

13) Other items on which the Appointed Actuary
is providing Relevant Comments

$0
15

The Dedicated Professionals
With IWIF
Our Mission

To provide Maryland businesses with a readily available source
for workers’ compensation insurance that features high-quality
products and services at a fair price, and to protect workers
and employers by championing workplace safety.
Shirlbee Ackwood
Barry Adams
James Bernard Adams
Joan Adelman
Jose Adia
Prabha Agarwal
Liz Albertini
Rose Ambrose
Barbara Ault
Victoria Aumiller
Afia Badu
Gwendolyn Bailey
Richard Balducci
Marti Balenger
Randy Barnes
Tracy Barnes
Larry Barnette
Jacqueline Baroody
Peggy Barton
Michael Barton
Paige Beck
Barbara Becker
Lyndsey Beidle
Craig Bencie
Thelma Berrios
Ana Blair
Kathleen Blimline
Evelyn Boggs
Pamela Bonsuk
Andrew Boozer
Cheryle Bowser
Sara Boyd
Stacy Brooks
Elaine Brooks
Marguerite Brooks
Angela Brown
Keith Brown
Lisa Bryant
Butch Bucci
Linda Buck
Raymond Burleson
Vickey Butts
Lisa Byrd
Deborah Campitelli
Alicia Carlson
Dennis Carroll
Robin Childress
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Zachary Christopher
Claudia Ciolfi
AnaLuisa Clark
Patrick Clisham
Karen Clothier
Lisa Cole
Leah Colwell
Jenny Conlon
Jack Cooper
Brenda Cottrell
Annemarie Coughlin
Von Ceil Crenshaw
William Cress
Mary Creswell
Kerri Cross
Joseph Curran
Carmine D’Alessandro
Elbert Danquah
Rada Davinic
David Delp
Joseph Devasiya
Sarah Diblasio
Maureen Diggs
Patricia Dishon
Charlotte Dively
Elizabeth Dorney
Kathleen Downs
Joanne Dreher
Robert Drouin
Linda Dye
Sandra Elder
Lawrence Engel
Peter Engel
Lewis Epps
Richard Ferguson
Rona Finkelstein
Danny Fisher
Sharon Fitzpatrick
Dianna Fornaro
Gloria Foster
Cheryl Fowler
Deborah Frank
Aixa Fraser
David Fried
Diane Friedman
Brian Furr
Gregg Gallagher

Ruth Gangi
Amy Gates
Cathy Gay-Peters
Ed Gerke
Krystian Gielzak
Joseph Gillian
Jennifer Gilliard
Tina Gioioso
Christopher Gompers
Susan Gordes
Kallie Graff
Patrick Graff
Kathy Grafton
Aaron Gray
Tamara Green
Antoinette Griffin-Hall
Lester Groff
Dean Gunby
Carolyn Gutermuth
Paul Gwiazdowski
Bernard Hackett, Jr.
James Hall
Denise Hall
Jeffrey Hamilton
Danielle Hamilton
Karen Hammond
Tondilea Harper
Nancy Harple
Char Harris
Sharon Harris
Theresa Harris
Eileen Hartman
Rovena Harvey
Sandra Hassell
Beverly Haynes
Eric Heisey
Kelly Hennick
Larry Hennick
Ashley Hevey
David Hinks
Michael Hoff
Peter Holzberg
Thomas Horgan
Donna Howard
Michael Howard
Robin Iachini
Twila Jackson

Ruth Jacobs
Mary Jane Jaymont
Trivia Jenkins
Janeene Jensen-Graf
Dave Johns
Archie Johnson
George Johnson
Angela Johnson
Tammy Johnson
Donna Jolley
Sonya Jones Brandon
Janet Jones-Alford
Stephanie Jordan
Adrienne Kaspar
Myra Kassim
Randolff Kauffman
Nancy Kellar
Charmaine Kelley
Gail Kelly
Roxanne Kern
John Keskula
Brandi Kilmartin
Anna Kim
Patrick Kim
Carol Kirkwood
Kristin Klein Opulencia
Pillar Klemans
Phyllis Knapik
Alice Kneavel
Cathy Knight
Kama Kolbe
Connie Kowalski
Lisa Kruska
John Kuemmel
Satheshchand Kuppalli
Angela Kurzawa
Jerry Landsman
Eric Lashley
George Layfield
Edward Layfield
Imogene Leak
Janet Leary
Nikki Ledgard
Pamela Leidner
Monica Levandosky
Deborah Levy
Karen Lewis

IWIF Board Members
Frank D. Boston, Jr.
Board Member

In Memoriam:
Patricia McHugh Lambert Leonard (Bud) Schuler, Jr.
Vice Chairman
Chairman

Charles Dankmeyer
Board Member

Jennifer Lewis
Frank Linardi
Ruth-Ann Lopez
Michael Lowenstein
Karen Lowrey
Erica Lucy
Paulette Lundy
Michele Lynch
Melinda Mack
Patrick Mackie
Delores Maddox
Shannan Mahoney
Jacqueline Maith
Cynthia Malczewski
Michael Malooly
William Mannion
Veronica Marshall
Robert Marshall
Randy Martin
George Matthews
Stephanie Matthews
Quiana Mays
Jeanette Mays
Josephine Mazzone
Sharon McCormick
Theresa McCue
Diane McFarland
Patricia McGurrin
Janeen McLean
Derek Meeks
John Melfa
Mario Melfa
Robert Merritt
Timothy Michels
Thomas Michels
Lynn Middleton
Alexis Miller
Jeannie Miller
Samuel Miller
Linda Moeller
Courtney Moody
Bud Moore
Rosaura Munoz
Patricia Myers
Stephen Nagrabski
Oleg Nepomnyashchiy
Deena Newlon

Paul V. Gill, Sr.
Board Member

Rocky V. Gonzalez
Secretary

Joseph Coale
Treasurer

Kenneth Nwafor, CPA
Board Member

Lewis C. Powell
Board Member

Nathaniel Oaks
Agnes Odle
Marlene Oney
Angela Onokala
Gary Pahr
Michael Pajerowski
Kathleen Parsley
Charlene Patrick
Robin Patrick
James Peterson
Melinda Petit
Thomas Phelan
Frances Phillips
Katherine Phillips
Diane Pie
Deborah Pierce
Katherine Piunti
Jaimie Pizza
Donald Potter
Robert Powell
Lori Powell
Brian Primus
Linda Pueschel
Daniel Pugh
Christina Redmiles
Pamela Reed
Gale Reikenis
Nicole Richardson
Celestine Rideout
Cheryl Ring
Lawrence Rives
Carl Roberts
Robert Robideau
Robert Robinson
Sarah Robinson
Carol Robison
Casey Robison
Stanley Rogosin
Jules Rosenberg
Sharon Rowell
Evelyn Saunders
Lydia Scenna
Lawrence Schaffer
Barbara Scheinin
Lisa Schuscha
Elizabeth Selig
Adrianne Sessions

Joanne Shanahan-Small
Freda Sharpe
Donaleigh Sheehan
Kathleen Shepard
Brian Sherrod
Teresa Shifflett
Patty Shinsky
Jacqueline Siejack
Rial Simons
Wendy Slutzky
Michael Small
Mary Dale Smith
Shawn Smith
Mary Smith
Barbara Smith
Larry Smith
Garry Smithson
Margarete Snowden-Jones
Grace Sobrio
Joanne Sonntag
David Spear
Renee Staley
Philip Stegemeyer
Brian Stephens
Nancy Stewart
Robert Stewart
Mitch Strong
Paula Sullivan
Hazel Sumpter
Kimberly Sumpter
Patricia Swindell
James Taylor
Jodi Taylor
Veronica Taylor-Green
Luis Terol-Hidalgo
Clarence Thomas
Howard Thomas
Tina Thomas-Lyght
Lorie Timmons
Lesley Tompkins
Latoya Towns
Stephen Trageser
Scott Trickett
Jeannine Trisler
Robert Trzeciak
Rhonda Tucker
Dawn Unglesbee

At the time of this writing, it
is with great sadness that we
acknowledge the passing of
Frank D. Boston, Jr., a
respected IWIF Board member
who served with distinction
since 2005. Mr. Boston passed
away May 10, 2011. During
his tenure, he served as
Treasurer and chaired the
finance committee where
he played an integral role in
attending to IWIF’s financial
strength and viability.

Austin Valentine
Sandra Vandevender
William Vanhoy
Edwin Vogel
Mitesh Vyas
Jigna Vyas
Alicia Walker
Patsy Walker
William Ward
Anica Washington
Lucile Webster
Tammy Wescott
Michelle White
Cheryl White-Berry
Dianne Wiegand
KC Wilks
Elfrid Will
Anna Williams
Marilyn Williams
Tanya Williams
Terri Williams
Karen Williamson
Sharon Williamson
Janice Williamson
Donna Wilson
Sharon Witherspoon
William Wolf, Jr.
Jaime Wolfe
Cora Wolfel
Debra Woods
Michelle Woods
Jody Woodward
Terry Wright
Patricia Wroe
Wenjuan Xian
Joseph Yates
Kristi Yowell
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